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Base case : Pricey Slowdown
• One of the most heated debates taking place in the markets centers around the looming risk of a global

economic recession and the Peak inflation and Resultant Pivot By Central banks .
• The Base case scenario :
• The global economy is on the cusp of a “pricey” slowdown scenario, which could be very different from past recessionary periods.

•

We are witnessing a potential regime change to a structurally higher inflation environment we have not seen in decades.

• In line with the lagged impact of tighter global financial conditions., there is likely to be a slowing in real (inflation-adjusted)
economic activity. However, the nominal pulse of most economic indicators could remain elevated as inflation stays “sticky” at
today’s high levels.
• Policymakers’ shift toward more proactive use of fiscal policy has led to greater demand on the real economy while central banks’
inflation complacency after years of muted price pressures has left them far behind the curve.
• The Governments and Central banks still face critical tests in regaining credibility in the coming quarters:
1) Markets may be surprised at how much tightening from central banks is needed to return to price stability, and
2) a weakening economy could create a challenging growth/inflation tradeoff.

Inflation is Structural
• Deglobalization : The ongoing Russia/Ukraine conflict, China’s growth fragility, and the unique nature of the post-pandemic recovery
have all accelerated the trend toward greater localization of production and labor markets. Hence, global supply capacity will likely
become notably less flexible in the future and slower to adjust to changes in demand. The implication is not only that global inflation
rates may be higher, but also that inflationary pressures may become more responsive to fluctuations in demand than they have been for

several decades.
• Supply shocks : The bigger theme is the near-term global policy response to a series of supply shocks that have contributed to
deglobalization. Most countries have responded to these supply shocks through various transfers and subsidies. Fiscal policymakers
have multiple objectives, most of which run counter to the simple monetary policy goal of stable inflation – for example, transitioning to
more sustainable energy, curtailing China’s geopolitical influence, and narrowing income inequalities. Such priorities often work against
the organic demand destruction required to lower and stabilize inflation and may be even more difficult to achieve if the global economy
falls into recession.

• In short, the cumulative impacts of deglobalizing supply chains and labour markets, driven by geopolitical realignment and compounded
by decarbonization (spurring demand for commodities used in the adoption of renewable energy sources), are feeding into higher
structural inflation.

Decorrelation Between Employment & Growth
• The macro economic scenario is one where Employment continues to increase rapidly
while GDP slows down
• The decorrelation between employment (which continues to grow rapidly) and GDP
(which is slowing down) will mean that the slowdown in GDP will not, at least for a
fairly long period of time, slow down employment or drive up unemployment.
• Even if central banks slow down activity, this will not result in higher unemployment for
quite a long time, and it will therefore not result in lower inflation if unemployment
does not rise, even if GDP slows down
•

Employment growth, which is historically consistent with GDP growth, should be lower
than what is seen: however ,employment growth is abnormally strong, even more so
in the United States than in the Euro zone.

• This anomaly has arisen because of the high level of hiring difficulties for companies.
Since the end of the COVID crisis, companies have not recruited as much as they would
have liked.
•

In the United States, this is due in particular to the decline in labour supply and in the
euro zone to the decline in working time

Role of fiscal Policy
• It is striking to see negative growth in the US in the first half of 2022, and positive growth in
the Euro zone in the second quarter of 2022.
• This difference is not due to monetary policy, which, although more restrictive in the US , has

not had time to curb credit.
• It is due to fiscal policy, which is very restrictive in 2022 compared to 2021 in the United
States, and still expansionary in the Euro zone.

• This shows us that:
• Fiscal policy, and not just monetary policy, can play a powerful countercyclical role;
• ECB will find it very difficult to reduce inflation as long as Eurozone demand is shored up by fiscal policy.

• The lack of coordination between fiscal policy and monetary policy in the Euro zone makes the fight
against inflation through restrictive monetary policy very ineffective.

Elevated Inflation for long
• The One Year real interest rate based on consumer's inflation expectations (an average of surveys from University of
Michigan, New York Federal Reserve and Conference Board) is about 1.5pp below the peak in 2018.
• Fed needs to increase the real interest rate to at least this level to combat inflation and possible even more.
• At least another 125bp of hikes over the coming months, in combination with a moderation of inflation expectations
would likely be the way forward.
• Financial conditions eased over the summer and some commodity prices started to recover - another signal that
monetary policy is not restrictive enough yet.
• Unless demand is brought back to equilibrium, US economy could face an extended period of inflation

• Thus, in order to avoid a resurgence in inflation, Fed needs to be proactive to appreciate the USD, increase yields,
weaken equities and/or widen credit spreads through tighter monetary policy.

US Economy : Bright spots
• An increase in real retail sales and a rebound in industrial production in July offered evidence beyond recent jobs data that the U.S.
economy is not yet in a recession.
• The July retail sales report showed that overall spending was flat with June; however, a look under the hood reveals headline figure was
suppressed by a material decline in gas station sales, a welcome trend resulting from the pullback in oil prices.
• On a positive note, underlying retail sales, excluding auto and gasoline sales, rose by a healthy 0.7% month-over-month. Online sales

were up sharply, while restaurant sales also ticked higher, indicating a balance between goods and leisure spending.
• Price increases slowed in July versus June, which means the strong 0.7% jump in spending reflects an increase in nominal sales
volumes.

• Consumers appear willing to redirect the benefits of lower food and gasoline costs toward other discretionary spending, as opposed to
reducing overall spending.
• This suggests household consumption growth can remain a positive force in supporting economic output. Retail sales (excluding autos
and gas) have risen consistently this year, growing for seven consecutive months, with the July data telling us consumers are not
behaving in recessionary fashion.

US Economy : Gloomy spots
• Staving off a recession also looks difficult with the housing market still seemingly in free fall. This trend is not surprising, as rising interest rates
have a more immediate impact on home-purchase activity, whereas tighter monetary policy tends to have more lagged effects on other areas of
the economy.
•

Existing home sales fell for a sixth-straight month to the lowest level in over two years.

•

The near doubling in mortgage rates over the past year is more clearly starting to weigh on prices.

•

Price growth on a year-over-year basis slipped to 10.8% in July for the median existing home sold, down from over 15% as recently as February.

•

With sale prices under pressure, builders continue to scale back plans for new construction.

•

Single-family permits in July fell for a fifth consecutive month, while builder sentiment continued to dive lower in August.

•

Mortgage applications declined to their lowest since November 2020.

• If there is a modicum of good news for the housing sector, it is that mortgage rates have come down slightly in recent weeks. Builders are also
moving forward with multifamily units, limiting the total hit to housing supply from single-family construction declining under the weight of
reduced affordability.
• New York Empire Manufacturing Index slumped to -31.3 (from 11.1) in August, the lowest level since slump after the first Covid-19 lockdown. The
sharp drop was driven by weaker current conditions, while the expectations index improved slightly. The current Empire level implies US
Manufacturing PMI clearly below 50, in line with what the new orders index predicted already in July.

Yield Curve : Inversion
• Fed has raised the target range for the federal funds rate four times since this rate-hike cycle started in mid-March. The upper end of
the range is now 2.5% compared to a starting level of 0.25%, making this one of the most rapid tightening cycles in over 40 years.
• At the same time, the pace at which assets roll off its balance sheet (i.e., quantitative tightening) is set to accelerate in September.
• With the annual inflation rate still at 8.5% and wage growth running at more than 5%, more rate hikes are likely on the horizon.
•

The current market pricing suggests investors expect a peak in the federal funds rate of 3.6% in the first quarter of 2023, followed by a
series of rate cuts that should bring the rate down to 3% by early 2024.

• In most tightening cycles, long-term yields lag the rise in short-term rates because bond yields reflect expectations about future growth
and inflation, as well as the future path of the federal funds rate.
• The inversion of the yield curve in this cycle is one of the steepest in modern history. The yield spread between two-year and 10-year
Treasuries, at about negative 40 basis points, has only been this low a few times in the past 40 years.
• However, there is no theoretical limit to how far it can fall. In the early 1980s, the spread was more than 200 basis points.

Who is leading the Charge ?
•

Investor sentiment has been frothy, as shown by the surge
in SentimenTrader's "Dumb Money“ Confidence

•

Some of that rise may be justified by decent breadth

indicators, but leading economic data would need to turn
higher before confidence comes in that the recent gains
are durable.

•

Stretched sentiment—at either extreme—is never itself
sufficient evidence that stocks are ripe for a reversal.

•

Investors may be waiting for a negative catalyst to come
along and send stocks lower, but the market will face more
pressure from slower growth and restrictive Fed policy.

Germany needs a Zeitenwende
• There were weak indicators with the German ZEW expectations diving further during August to the lowest level since October 2008.
• The ZEW signals further declines in PMI ahead and increasing recession risk in the German economy.
• With the risk of a sudden Russian gas supply-stop still lurking in the background and a government that seems falling back into old
fiscal habits, just at a time when the post-pandemic consumption boost is fading, Germany's economy is in for challenging times.
• Germany needs a Zeitenwende (paradigm shift) beyond foreign and security policy.
• Accelerated investment spending on infrastructure, digitalisation and the green transition provide a silver lining, but until Europe's
energy crisis is resolved, Germany is unlikely to return as the Euro area's economic powerhouse anytime soon.
• A complete Russian gas cut-off would result in a recession lasting for several quarters, accompanied by rising unemployment and
prolonged high inflation.
• Government support could cushion the blow, however, ultimately the severity of the ensuing recession would depend on the duration
of rationing and success in energy saving measures by consumers and firms.

Eurozone : Sticky Inflation
• Another record high for HICP (8.9%) and core inflation (4.0%) during July, keeps the pressure for another 50bp September ECB hike alive,
as inflation concerns still take precedence over the clouding growth outlook.
• Firms' pricing power is coming under pressure from the weaker demand environment and inflation expectations (both survey and marketbased) have moderated amid rising recession fears.

• That said, the inflation drag from Germany's energy relief measures will vanish at the end of August and higher consumer gas prices will
bring another boost to energy price inflation in Q4.
• The drought in Europe, low water levels in the Rhine and surging electricity prices are also adding to pro-inflationary risks.

• The factor that should reduce consumption in the coming quarters is deteriorating labour market prospects.
•

The tightness in certain segments of the labour markets that had emerged after the pandemic will soon evaporate as labour supply will be encouraged
by the high inflation rate and erosion of real income, while labour demand declines on the back of the deterioration in economic conditions.

• All this makes any significant retreat of headline inflation in 2022 unlikely and it will take at least until mid-2024 before the headline rate
falls towards 2% again

China : Slowdown Blues
• In mid-July, China’s activity data – particularly retail sales – came in much stronger than expected. One month later, quite the opposite happened. The
activity data for July published last week were clearly weaker than consensus expectations. Drags from virus flare-ups an ongoing strict Covid-19 policies
(characterised by ‘mass testing and mini lockdowns under dynamic clearing’) and from property sector woes are constraining China’s rebound from the
lockdown slump earlier this year.
• The biggest disappointment came from retail sales, with annual growth slowing to 2.7% -Industrial production growth was more or less stable compared to
June, at 3.8% yoy -Fixed investment also slowed further, to 5.7% y/y in January-July with property investment once more contributing negatively.
Meanwhile, the unemployment rate dropped further to 5.4% but the youth unemployment rate rose to a new high of 19.9%.
• Probably reflecting the weaker than expected July data, PBoC has cut the 1-year rate on its Medium-Term Lending Facility to 2.75%, from 2.85%.
• While CPI inflation is indeed rising, largely driven by the turnaround in pork prices, at 2.7% yoy in July it is still relatively low in an international context, and

remains below the central bank’s target of 3%. Moreover, cost price pressures continue to fade, with producer price inflation having fallen to a 17-month
low of 4.2% yoy in July. Lending growth was weak in July, which partly reflects seasonal effects (lending growth always drops in July), but also weak loan
demand. This reflects to a large extent the state of the real estate sector.
• PBoC to continue with piecemeal monetary easing, but we also anticipate the authorities will take bolder steps to stabilise the real estate sector in an
attempt to mitigate systemic risks and safeguard growth.

India : Euroclear logjam
• Caught in a deadlock with Euroclear on taxation-related issues, the government is said to be exploring options that would enable India's
inclusion in global bond indices without listing its securities on the overseas settlement platform. This has stymied the proposal to include Indian
bonds in global indices as the Union Budget did not contain certain tax leeways that were deemed necessary for listing these papers on
Euroclear.
• Although listing the bonds on Euroclear is not a formal requisite for inclusion in debt indices, index providers had been insistent on India meeting
this requirement.
• The engagement of Euroclear as a financial intermediary would ensure hassle-free clearing and settlement of Indian bonds, boost their
tradability, and spare global investors the need to undergo the stringent know-your-customer checks mandated in the country. The government's
efforts are said to be focussed on finding alternative ways to address these issues
• India currently taxes gains from sale of securities by both domestic and foreign entities. Euroclear does not want capital gains tax on offshore
settlement of bonds and the government had been struggling to work out the tax treatment for Indian bonds transacted on the international
platform.
• While Indian authorities can offer alternatives regarding the settlement process, they have no say in the final outcome. The decision on whether
or not to add the country to global indices will rest entirely on index providers who in turn may be swayed by big-ticket investors

G sec Yields anchored– Conflicting factors
• The rupee's real effective exchange rate against a basket of 40 currencies, in terms of trade-based weights, fell to 103.65 in July from 104.02 in June.

• India's consumer inflation dipped to 6.71% in July, easing for the third month in a row, but remained above the RBI's mandated target band of 2-6% for a
seventh straight month - RBI has hiked key policy rate by an aggregate of 140 basis points in three meetings since May,
• More importantly, doesn't the idea of offering more funds to banks in a surplus liquidity scenario go against the stated intent of policy right now – cut back on
the monetary support that has been stimulating demand in the economy for the last two years? And if liquidity is reaching a point where two-sided actions are
needed on a regular basis even without the objective of curtailing demand, would it not have been better to move the stance towards 'neutral’.
• Members of the RBI’s Monetary Policy Committee noted the small decline in retail inflation trend, but continued to call for a focus on reining in inflation as it
remained well above the 6% upper band of the target range, as per minutes of the Aug 3-5 meeting.

•

Govt bonds ended off the lows due to robust market appetite despite RBI setting a higher-than-expected coupon on new 10-year, 2032 bond at the weekly
gilt auction.

• Falling global oil prices and tempering inflation levels amidst large domestic liquidity will keep Indian bond yields in tighter ranges but the rapid move in U.S.
10-year yield to 3.00% is a sentiment dampener and the massive Govt borrowing Programme is being pushed through with the help of domestic liquidity .

Equity Markets – Pause ahead
• Indian stocks extended their bull run for the fifth straight week
primarily because of the global moves and supported by fresh FII

inflows as well as some moderation in inflation
• The total market capitalisation of BSE-listed companies last week
touched an all-time high.
•

Besides, the benchmark index Sensex touched the psychologically
crucial 60,000 mark on Wednesday after more than four months to
later fall on Friday.

• During the past five weeks, benchmark indices - Sensex and Nifty - rose
nearly 10 % on a cumulative basis, thereby recovering largely the entire

losses they witnessed so far in 2022., in keeping with global trends
• Time for re-assessment of the realities and consolidation between
17100-17700 in Benchmark NIFTY

